How to Make a 3D Construction Paper Unicorn by
easypeasyandfun.com
What you need
The printable 3D Construction Paper Unicorn craft template (you can grab it at the very
end of this tutorial)
 construction paper (letter or a4 size) or heavier print paper. Regular print paper will
work too
 coloring supplies
 scissors
 glue
 glitter glue for some magic
Print out our template (located at the end of the tutorial). You can print it on regular paper
but it’s best if printed on construction or heavier print paper.
1) Color in the template (skip the hooves).
Use all your favorite colors (this one is a rainbow
unicorn).
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2) Add glittery accents with glitter glue if you wish
your unicorn to look fancier, but you will have to
wait for the glitter glue to dry before moving
forward. Glitter sure does add magic to this fairy
tale creature.
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3) Cut out all the unicorn parts Take the body
part and fold the hooves

4) Apply glue on the bottom of the hooves…
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5) And stick the unicorn body on the cloud base.
Color in the hooves (hint, hint pink).
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6) Take the paper strip with the unicorn head and
apply glue on the area marked with the word glue.
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7) Glue together in a roll.

8) Apply glue at the bottom of the head, or on the
body of the unicorn…
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9) …and stick the head on the body.
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10) Take the colorful mane and glue it on the head.

11) Next comes the horn. Fold bottom part (along
the line) on both horns. Glue the two horns (top
parts) together, so it’s colored on both sides.

12) Apply glue on the bottom part and stick it on
the unicorn head.
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13) Fold the ears and stick them on the head.
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14) Fold the tail (along the line), apply glue on the
back of the tail and glue two tail halves together.

15) Stick the tail on the body of the unicorn
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16) You just made some magic!

17) Your 3D Construction Paper Unicorn is all
done and waiting for its colorful friends to join
him or her.
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It’s easy! Take your time coloring & cutting for a statue-like unicorn figure!

